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Opal Disposables are the quick, efficient,
hygienic alternative to traditional cubicle curtains.

Designed to fit the vast majority of existing tracks this
robust product is easy to fit, easy to change and easy to

pull round whilst offering higher privacy levels than most
conventional curtains.

Using our 100% recyclable curtains saves you the time and
labour costs associated with laundering.

Choice of colours
available

Mint Green

The curtain colours represented in this brochure are intended as a 
guide only and are not an exact indication of colour. For an accurate 
representation of product colour, swatches are available upon request.

Blush
Pink

Sky Blue

Pacific Blue

Sand

No need to fit gliders 

individually - simply push 

disposable curtains onto the

rail as three single blocks.

Unlock the curtains by

removing the recyclable key.

Removal of polythene 

packaging after hanging the

curtains maximizes hygiene.

Completion of date label

allows scheduling of next 

curtain change.

To change curtains simply

unlock the end stop...

and remove the curtains.

It couldn’t be easier 
to fit & change 

Opal Disposables



• Fast, hygienic alternative to

traditional curtains

• Designed to fit your 

existing curtain tracks

• Substantial savings 

compared to laundering 

curtains

• 100% Recyclable

• Bespoke colours available
(on orders over 1000)

• Clean, modern appearance

• Fire retardant

• High level of opacity

“Opal impressed us with
their professionalism
and their personal 
contact.

We chose Opal because
they were able to give
us assurance that the
work could be carried
out with the minimum
of disruption”

Liz McGuffog
Head of Site & 
Commercial Services 
Plymouth NHS Trust
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Your questions
answered...

For further information please contact us on

0845 25 77 985
email: info@disposablecurtains.net

or visit our website:
www.disposablecurtains.net

Q: How do disposable curtains compare with the cost of
using conventional curtains?

A:The use of Opal disposable curtains provides a cost effective 
solution to the management of hospital curtains:

•        No curtain laundry costs 
•        No capital outlay for curtains 
•        No disruption to ward area during change of curtains 
•        Next day delivery 

Q:Are the curtains fire retardant?

A: Opal disposable curtains comply with the same fire retardancy
standards as conventional curtains: BS 5867 Part 2 Type C.We test
every batch, of every colour supplied. Copies of test certificates can
be found at www.disposable curtains.net  

Q: How often do the curtains need to be changed?

A:The curtains are durable and have shown that they can stay hanging
for a year or more, however we would recommend that each hospital 
carries out it’s own assessment to set the frequency at which the 
curtains should be changed in different areas.

Each curtain has a self audit label so that you can easily see when it
was last changed and can be included within your existing infection
control procedures.

Q: Does the fabric support bacterial growth?

A. No.The curtains are manufactured from a durable, disposable, and
completely recyclable polypropylene fabric which inhibits bacteria
growth.

Q:What colours are available?

A:The curtains are available in the following colours:

•        Pacific Blue
•        Sky Blue
•        Mint Green
•        Blush  Pink
•        Sand

Please ask us for a swatch sample, prior to making your choice.

Q: Do the disposable curtains offer the same privacy as 
conventional curtains?

A: Privacy for patients is actually enhanced using disposable systems
when compared to most conventional fabrics.

Q:Are the curtains available in varying lengths?

A:Three sizes of curtain are available - Small - 2.4 mtrs (1.8 mtr  track
length) Medium - 4.8 mtrs (3.6 mtr track length) Large - 7.2 mtrs (5.4
mtr track length) 

Q: How are the curtains labelled?

A: Details of the date that the curtains have been fitted, the fire 
retardancy and the re-order code are clearly visible to allow simple
auditing procedures to be applied.

Q:Are the disposable curtains made from environmentally
friendly fabric?

A:Yes.The Opal disposable curtains are made from 100% 
polypropylene which has one of the lowest environmental impacts of
any material - synthetic or traditional.

Q: How do we dispose of the curtains?

A:As part of our environmental policy we are able to offer a 
nationwide waste collection service. However, in some circumstances
where hospital risk assessments dictate, waste should be classified as
clinical waste, (e.g., isolation rooms where disposable aprons and
gloves are used) then disposable curtains should be integrated into
risk assessed procedures.

Q: Can we use existing tracking?

A: Opal disposable curtains have been developed to fit directly to the
vast majority of cubicle curtain track currently in use.There is no
need for costly modifications to your track (which will invalidate your
guarantee) Furthermore you can switch between conventional and
disposable curtains at any time YOU choose.
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